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What's next?

So Greece has come and gone as far as the markets are concerned and now everyone's wandering

what's next. Portugal? There's a long list of things the market is watching, as I point out in my column

today.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, we introduce our charts guy, Lance Lai, with his very first chart for

the Switzer Super Report on Spark Infrastructure. Our high-income portfolio has also started to

generate income and we review its performance. Plus, there's our weekly broker wrap as well as

information on why binding death benefit nominations may not be as binding as you first thought.

Have a great week!

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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What comes after Greece?

by Peter Switzer

Greece and its lenders couldn’t reach a 100%

agreement on copping an unwanted ‘haircut’, so a

credit event happened but it didn’t spook the market

because it was pretty well expected. And so we can

virtually say the Greeks have been sorted for now, but

what’s next that could make or break the market?

The important list contains:

• The Iran issue and the price of oil, but I reckon this

will get sorted. However, that’s assuming good sense

prevails and that OPEC (Organization of the

Petroleum Exporting Countries) would fight hard to

avoid oil prices creating a global recession.

• The continuance of the US recovery, which was

helped along by the creation of 227,000 jobs in

February – 17,000 more than expected. Also, US

imports hit an all-time high and that is seen as a good

sign that demand is rocketing back in the States.

• The European recession, which increasingly looks

like it will be a weaker than expected, will be a most

important watch over the next few months.

Macquarie Bank’s European economist has

downgraded the severity of the downturn (on the

Continent and if he’s right, that should underpin

stock market improvement.

• China’s economic growth target of 7.5% will be

monitored carefully, but Shane Oliver says the

country has a habit of under-targeting and

overshooting on growth, and if this happens, it will

help stocks.

• The old saying “sell in May and go away” will be

worth watching; if we get good news over that period,

this cliché will be tested, but if there is bad news, then

it could hold true. You have to remember that the

S&P 500 is now up 103% since 9 March, 2009 and is

up 25% since October and so there’s gotta be some

testing of the market this year. That said, I like Laszlo

Birinyi’s market call of a 24% rise, which has been

backed by ‘exuberant’ analysis of Professor Ron

Bewley who thinks markets are in for a positive year

over 2012, although he also thinks 24% could be a tad

too bullish.

• I’m watching the US housing sector; stocks of

home-builders have been doing well lately as the

industry gets more good news. When housing really

gets on its feet again, then we could see a real US

boom. I still think this is some time off yet, but the

signs are better nowadays.

• A big worry is that Portugal could become the next

Greece with a great deal cut on its debt. This could be

another spook factor for the market.

• On the local front, I want to see two more rate cuts

from the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) to

kick-start the economy, which would help those

stocks locked into the slow lane. I can see one, but I

think we need two to lower the currency and get

borrowers out there and buying again.

Plusses adding up

In sum, I think the pluses outweigh the negatives and

I’m happy to position my portfolio to be more heavily

exposed to stocks in 2012, but I’m realistic that

playing the market is a risky game. Those risks are

mitigated if you are in good stocks that you are

prepared to hold for a long time.

As Warren Buffett advised: “Only buy something that

you’d be perfectly happy to hold if the market shut

down for 10 years.”

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular
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individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Chart of the Week: Spark Infrastructure

by Lance Lai

In my very first contribution to the Switzer Super

Report, it would have been great to give a ‘Chart of

the Week’ that was going to ‘knock your socks off’

with Herculean gains.

Instead, I’ve chosen a ‘Steady as she goes’ stock –

Spark Infrastructure – which is a stapled loan note

and unit in the Utilities Sector, Electric Utilities

Group. It is an infrastructure fund with interests in

Electric Infrastructure in Melbourne, Central and

West Victoria and South Australia.

SKI – Spark Infrastructure $1.365 Close on

Friday 9 March 2012

Why do I like the chart?

1. Price action is still above yellow line – the

200 day moving average.

2. Support (marked ‘S’) has held at $1.33.

3. The stock yields 7.3%.

4. The 200-day moving average (the yellow

line) is still pointing up.

5. The last point is not shown on the chart, but

as the US S&P 500 looks like it is hitting

some serious resistance (refer to my

interview of 2 December 2011), it looks as if

getting defensive is not a bad idea.

What don’t I like?

1. We have a ‘death cross’ (marked D) where the

10-day moving average is crossing the 50 day

moving average from above. This is negative

in terms of upwards price action.

It is rare that ‘all the ducks line up’ for a perfect

situation in the real word. On balance, this is a ‘steady

as she goes’ starter Chart of the Week.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The broker wrap: Three stock buys and three sells

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

Changes to stockbroker recommendations in

the past week

With Australia’s interim reporting season out of the

way, investment banks and equity brokers continue to

adjust their recommended exposures and model

portfolios.

The underlying theme seems to be less exposure to

resources and more to mining and energy service

providers, while keeping an overall defensive bias.

The number of changes in individual ratings has

declined markedly over the past week, with the eight

brokers in the FNArena database making just five

upgrades and 12 downgrades for the period. Total Buy

recommendations now stand at 51.31%.

Note, downgrades continue to outnumber upgrades

(and by a wide margin). Also most upgrades in the

past week were from Sell to Neutral.

Upgrades

Incitec Pivot (IPL) was among the stocks

upgraded, with Deutsche Bank moving to a Neutral

on valuation grounds. The change follows a period of

share price underperformance and comes despite the

broker trimming earnings estimates slightly.

Deutsche also upgraded National Australia Bank

(NAB) to Buy, seeing potential for a review of the

bank’s UK assets to drive as much as 10-15%

valuation upside from potentially positive review

outcomes. UBS saw things differently and last week

downgraded NAB to Neutral. A case of ‘value’ is in the

eye of the beholder?

A solid interim profit result and potential for earnings

growth from the Pizza Capers acquisition saw RBS

Australia upgrade Retail Food Group (RFG) to

Buy, while earnings estimates and price target were

also lifted. Here too, the move by RBS was at odds

with others, as the previous week JP Morgan had

downgraded it to Neutral after its interim result fell

short of expectations.

The acquisition of the Lounge Lizard project saw UBS

lift Western Areas (WSA) to Neutral, with the

stockbroker citing valuation grounds.

Valuation was behind Citi’s upgrade to a Buy on 

Woodside Petroleum (WPL), the broker

suggesting recent share price weakness means the

base business is priced in and investors are now

getting effectively a free option on the Browse and

Sunrise projects. This was it, as far as upgrades for

the week are concerned.

Downgrades

UBS lowered its rating on Adelaide Brighton

(ABC) to Neutral to reflect both a lack of obvious

short-term catalysts and the potential for some

short-term underperformance if the stock enters the

ASX100 index.

While the rest of the market is positive, JP Morgan
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has downgraded Ausenco (AAX) to given significant

share price gains in recent months, while the broker

has similarly downgraded Bank of Queensland (BOQ)

to Underweight given concerns margins may come

under renewed pressure in coming months.

Recent outperformance by DuluxGroup (DLX)

caused UBS to downgrade it to Neutral, while the

broker made the same downgrade on Gloucester

Coal (GCL) to reflect revised valuation on the back

of adjusted merger proposal terms.

The news Kagara Zinc (KZL) may not be able to

continue as a going concern prompted both UBS and

Macquarie to downgrade it to Sell from previous

ratings of Buy and Neutral, respectively.

Oroton Group (ORL) also experienced two

downgrades to Neutral from UBS and RBS. The

changes reflect the similar view the apparel category

will continue to experience tough trading conditions

and increasing cost pressures. In a similar vein, UBS

also downgraded The Reject Shop (TRS) to

Neutral.

Citi moved to a Neutral rating on Sandfire

Resources (SFR) as there appears little scope for

short-term upside in the broker’s view. Earnings

forecasts were also adjusted across the market,

though UBS noted earnings for the company at

present are largely immaterial as the focus is on

moving into the production phase of operations.

Change in earnings forecasts (EF)

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers

on a daily basis. These are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,

Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie,

RBS and UBS.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Our high income portfolio – the second review

by Paul Rickard

Demonstrating that the share market is a ‘stock

pickers’ market at the moment and it is the small cap

stocks that are performing, our high-income portfolio

has lagged the broader market over the last six weeks.

However, given recent dividend payments, the

portfolio is up overall.

We introduced you to our ‘income biased’ portfolio of

stocks in December last year. Several subscribers have

requested that we provide a regular update on how it

is performing – this is the second review (see January

23 edition for the first review).

The portfolio is forecast to generate a dividend yield

of 5.82% pa, which given it is 97% franked, will

translate to a forecast 6.87% pa after tax income

return in accumulation, and for a fund in pension

phase, 8.08% pa.

Some of the key construction rules we applied

included:

We started with a ‘top down approach’ with

the sectors, and introduced biases that

favoured lower price to equity (PE), higher

yielding sectors.

In the major sectors (financials, materials,

consumer staples and energy), our sector

biases were not more than 33% away from

index.

To balance the ‘diversification need’ and

‘monitoring effort’, we sought 15 to 20 stocks.

We confined our stock universe to the

ASX100, avoided chronically

underperforming industries and looked for

companies that pay franked dividends and

have a strong record of earnings consistency.

Our income-biased portfolio (per $100,000 invested)

and its performance from its creation on 15 December

2011 to 8 March 2012 is as follows:

Total (value + income) = $100,816

* Income received includes dividends declared and

payable, as the Accumulation Indices assume that

this is re-invested on the date the stock goes

ex-dividend.

With the close of the February reporting season, most

of the stocks have now reported and declared a

dividend. All of these were in line with our forecasts

and there were no surprises. When the dividend

income of $1,417 is added to the nominal loss of $601,

the portfolio is up $816.

So, how is it doing on a relative basis? In a bull

market, we would expect the portfolio to

underperform the index due to the underweight

position in the ‘growth’ sectors and overweight

position in ‘defensive’ sectors, and in a bear market,

moderately outperform.

However, it is income that we are after, so we will

measure the performance against the S&P/ASX200

Accumulation index. Further, as the accumulation

index doesn’t take into account the taxation benefits

to SMSFs that come from selecting fully franked

stocks, we have included the value of the portfolio
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‘grossed up’ for this benefit.

Relative performance

While it’s still early days in the three-month life of

this portfolio, it has reversed its position in January

(where it was tracking ahead of the indices) and has

now started to lag. However, it’s only marginal and

occurring in a sideways market overall, so it is too

early to rebalance or make any major changes. We

will monitor it closely.

As an aside, and to illustrate the opening comment

that all the action is in the small caps at the moment,

over the period from 15 December, the All Ordinaries

is up 1.53% compared with the S&P/ASX200 at

0.75%. Not a big move; however, the divergence has

been accelerating since the completion of the profit

reporting season and our last review.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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How binding is my death benefit nomination?

by Tony Negline

What can you do that will make sure your super death

benefits are paid correctly, that’s easy to put in place,

and difficult for aggrieved surviving relatives to

challenge?

You might think the best and simplest approach is to

complete a Binding Death Benefit Nomination (or

BDBN).

Unfortunately, the super laws are never

straightforward and within some superannuation

legal circles, there’s an expectation that BDBNs can be

successfully challenged. In fact, some argue that

gaping holes exist in death benefit nominations and

the trust deed provisions that allow binding death

benefit nominations to operate.

Despite these gaps, you can improve the certainty

around how your super will be distributed after death,

but it takes some care and attention to detail.

As a starting point, it’s important to identify where

possible weaknesses in your BDBN might exist so

these can be addressed.

Two types of BDBNs

Within self-managed super funds there are potentially

two different types of BDBNs: one expires after three

years; the other can potentially last until it’s rescinded

by the super fund member (these are often called

non-lapsing BDBNs).

Three-year BDBNs

In 2008, the Australian Tax Office (ATO) issued an

SMSF Determination that said the three-year BDBNs

weren’t available to SMSFs. These three- year BDBNs

are a bit like a will in that they have to be witnessed

by two adults who won’t financially benefit from the

binding nomination.

The following year in a Queensland Supreme Court

case it was determined that the three-year BDBN

were available to SMSFs because of the wording of the

fund’s trust deed and, in particular, its catch-all

clause.

The typical purpose of these catch-all clauses is to

allow a trustee to do anything permitted or required

by the super and tax laws.

Subsequent to this court decision, some lawyers said

that three-year BDBNs can be used in an SMSF while

others take a different view and say they are

unavailable to DIY super unless the trust deed of the

SMSF specifically allows them.

Non-lapsing BDBNs

In relation to non-lapsing BDBNs, some lawyers will

recommend that a super fund’s trust deed include

express provision for the nomination to become

invalid upon the occurrence of certain events after the

BDBN is executed such as marriage, divorce and a

nominated beneficiary pre-deceasing the member.

It’s possible to draft or amend an SMSF trust deed so

that a BDBN could provide for future contingencies,

just as many people do with their will.

In some cases, it might be necessary to specifically

detail who is to receive a death benefit in a trust deed.

These are sometimes referred to as ‘embedded

BDBNs’ because the beneficiary is specifically

mentioned in the fund’s governing rules.

If you want your death benefit paid to your legal

personal representative (LPR), then it shouldn’t be

paid until the LPR has been formally appointed by the

Court (either via the granting of probate or the

issuance of letters of administration).
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One area of super fund death benefits that is often

overlooked is the area of ‘notional estates’. If a BDBN

pays a benefit directly to a member’s dependants,

then the super assets don’t form part of the deceased’s

estate. In all States and Territories other than NSW, a

family provision claim can’t be made against such

super death benefits.

The family provisions laws operating in NSW

potentially open up a challenge to a BDBN and are

meant to be applied across all States and Territories,

however the other jurisdictions don’t appear keen to

enact them.

This is very confusing for everyone involved in

SMSFs. The original purpose of BDBNs was to make

them as easy to use as possible – like cheap will kits

that can be bought from a local newsagent or over the

internet. The problems with cheap will kits are

well-known so I suppose we shouldn’t be surprised

that BDBNs have many similar limitations.

BDBNs need to be prepared with a great deal of care

and it might be prudent to seek legal advice before

actually executing one.

Two very important topics we haven’t addressed here

include what happens with trusteeship upon a

member’s death, the appointment of a replacement

trustee and who can satisfy the definition of

dependant. I’ll address these issues in future columns.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The week ahead

Australia

Tuesday 13 March: Housing finance (January)

Tuesday 13 March: NAB business survey (February)

Wednesday 14 March: Consumer sentiment (March)

Wednesday 14 March: Dwelling starts (December Qtr)

Thursday 15 March: Lending finance (January)

Thursday 15 March: Reserve Bank Bulletin

Overseas

Tuesday 13 March: US Retail sales (February)

Tuesday 13 March: US Federal Reserve meeting

Thursday 15 March: US Producer prices (February)

Friday 16 March: US Consumer prices (February)

Friday 16 March: US Industrial production (February)

Friday 16 March: US Consumer sentiment (March)

Ex dividend

Monday 19 March: Cadence Capital (CDM); 4.5 cents

Monday 19 March: Ideas International (IDE); 5 cents

Monday 19 March: Adcorp Australia (AAU); 1 cent

Tuesday 20 March: Emerging Leaders (ELI); 2 cents

Thursday 22 March: Octanex (OXX); 4 cents

Thursday 22 March: Webjet (WEB); 6 cents

Did you know?

Financial institutions have made quite a few changes to term deposit rates in the past week. Bankwest has a

two-month term deposit rate of 5.65%, while Bank of Queensland has three months at the same rate.

Meanwhile, UBank is offering a six-month term deposit at 5.95%. See what else is on offer on our Term deposit

rates comparison table, updated weekly on the Switzer Super Report website
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